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Motivated by the recent experiments of Vallee et al. [IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-19, 1331 (1983)],we formulate the theory of the four-photon resonant VUV generation in a media that is positively dispersive. Dispersion
characteristics of the medium change as the refractive index becomes intensity dependent. The phase-matching
conditions for the third-harmonic generation through a five-photon process are derived. The blue shifts as observed by Vallee et al. are explained as due to the interaction of generated VUV via a two-photon process.

Finally

the renormalization of the fifth-order polarization due to the generated fields is also considered.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Multiphoton excitation and nonlinear mixing in atomic vapors

have become standard methods of producing VUV radiation
over a range of frequencies.

Much of the experimental work

has used the VUV generation via a X(3) proce~s.1 The theoretical framework for such studies is well established. Recently Valle et al.2 demonstrated how the higher-order nonlinear process involving six-wave mixing can be used to produce VUV radiation in a positively dispersive medium. This
experiment is important from several viewpoints-it shows
(1) how to isolate the effects due to the X(5) process; (2) how
the resonant four-photon process can lead to VUV generation;

and (3) the reabsorption of the generated VUV,which could
lead to blue shifts. The last aspect is especially significant.
It may be added that the interference effects and the reabsorption of the generated VUV were the key to the understanding of the disappearance of the resonant multiphoton
ionization signal in Xe gas at high pressures. 3 -7 Interference

effects in other vapors have also been demonstrated. Normand et al.3 used different transitions in Hg to study the
enhancement of third-harmonic generation by both threephoton and four-photon resonance. Another quantity worth
investigating in this system is fluorescence or ionization following resonant four-photon excitation. This quantity should

exhibit the effect of interference that is due to two channels.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2
we examine the phase-matching conditions for the generation
of VUV through a fifth-order process described by X(5) (, w,

W, W, -) assuming that the incident beam has Gaussian
shape. Analytic result for the phase-matching condition in
the tight focusing limit is given. Efficient VUV generation
is shown to take place in the negatively dispersive medium.
In Section 3 we present a general theory of the four-photon
resonant VUV generation. The formulation incorporates the
effect of the VUV through a resonant two-photon process. In
section 4 we discuss the application of the formalism of Sec-tion 3 to the recent experiments of Vallee et al. A remarkable

result that emerges from our formulation is the possibility of
0740-3224/85/091409-08$02.00

the change in the dispersion characteristic of the medium due
to the reaction of VUV photons. Finally, in Section 5 we
present general considerations that lead to the renormalization of the generated polarization that is due to the reabsorption of the VUV. In particular we show how the X(5)
process is renormalized owing to lower-order processes de-

scribed by x(1)and X(3 )2. PHASE-MATCHING CONSIDERATIONS
THE VUV GENERATION THROUGH X(5)

FOR

In this section we consider the generation of the VUV radiation at 3w that is due to the fifth-order nonlinearity of the
medium, i.e., we examine for simplicity the generation that
is due to the process w + w + w + w - w. We calculate in detail'the phase-matching conditions for the efficient generation
through the X(5)process assuming that the beam at c has the
Gaussian form,8 i.e., we take the incident field as

E = exp(ikz - it) + c.c.,

(2.1)

where
e = Eo(1+i)-l

exp

(X2 + y2)] -

(2.2)

)/b, b = (2ir/X)&o2 and Aois the beam waist.
For simplicity, we ignore the vector character of the fields.
The induced polarization due to the fifth-order process
Here : = 2(z -

mentioned above will be

P = P(3w)exp(3ikz - 3iwt) + c.c.,
P(3w) =

5

X( )(w, Co,W, C,
Oc)EEEEe*.

(2.3)
(2.4)

On substituting Eq. (2.2) into Eq. (2.4) we get

P(3w)= x( 5 )eO4 E*(1

+ /2)-1(1 + i#)-3

Xexp[- (x 2 ±

(l + .

1 i 1)]' (2.5)

where for the sake of brevity we have not written the argument
of X(5)- It should be remembered that a is z dependent.
© 1985 Optical Society of America
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The generated VUV field Ev at wv is determined from
2
VCOV
2

-

-V2 Ev

I. kvc

471

Ev = +-wv 2P(Cv),

c2

(2.6)

c

- iwvt) + c.c. Then, on making a slowly varying envelope
approximation, Eq. (2.6) can be reduced to
2
a2 +2ev
a2
eVa
+ 2ikv-ev
= 47.wV
2 pPexp[~~v-3~]

ax

ay

az

-i(-3k)z.

c

(2.7)

In order to solve Eq. (2.7), we use two-dimensional Fourier
transforms with respect to x and y,

(2.8)

will be different.

In the tight focusing limit the integrals can be evaluated in
the closed form as follows: We approximate kv by 3k in Eq.

(2.13)and let 1

-

then

a;

l3-5 i\

In the limit b

-

0, the integral I becomes

3k (X2 +

i31
(2.9)

I

o

dz' exp

X exp(-iAkz')P(z',

(Z' - Z')

-

[

On changing the variable of integration to

ev(z, q)

=

-

(2.16)

i)

=-

[33k(x2+y2)1
ib - 5i exp-- 6(-

27ri

5

exp .

1' = 2(z'

if Akb > 0

3k.
-

2-7ri

2f/b, Eq. (2.10) reduces to

i71.WV2 b

,

q);

Ak =kV
defining +t

13')d'

which on using methods of contour integration reduces to

I

2kV

2)1

3 i)

whose integral is
2
ev~,
q =47rcoV
c2 (-2ik)

*(2.15)

exp-

I

q),

3

epI ib ( - 5 3i)

q2- 2ikv d \-ev(z q) =

3k)z]P(z,

(2.14)

cases is different, it is obvious that the phase-matching conditions for the generation through the X(3)
and X(5)processes

I'

-

(1 + ji13)2

Eqs. (2.12) and (2.14). Since the nature of the poles in the two

which lead to

2 exp[-i(kv

b(1 +i13) J

ibAk(13' _13)]

¢(:',
A
~i

J'P(z, q)eiq-rd 2q,

L

+y 2) I

The phase matching depends on the poles in the integrand of

eV = fev(z, q)eiq rd q,
=

[ 3k(X2
expi

)

](1+ i1 )

d13

2

P(3w)

1
~

l

I

exp

while the driving polarization P is given by Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5).
Here 9v is the dielectric function of the vapor at the frequency
wV. Let kv be'the propagation vector of Ev = V exp(ikvz

(

3

2

=

3k

2

+

2

Akb
2

y )

ib (#_5i)

exp

-

(x

(2.17)

P-

'

d:'

X

Xep ibq

2

bAki

[4kv

1]P(l'

[3(Akb) 2

9Akb

64

128

L

)

2

271

if Akb < 0.

(2.18)

5121

The integrated intensity of the VUV will be

The inversion of Eq. (2.11) involves Gaussian integral
q, which can be done with the result that
4
=i-rbx (5)V 22 Eo
Eo*
eV(X, y, Z) =
kVc

where

vI

W= ffI

(2.12)

2 dxdy,

(2.19)

which can be written as

exp(

2k exp[-

k

2

;)

d

W

3

3

5 2

4

= r b (X ) wv 1 Eol 10 F.
2 4

kV c (10)k

3

(1 + ij') (5 - 3i13')i(13', 1)

(2.20)

where

and
1 + /2
5 -3i3'

i (3'-)k
kV

(2.13)

The integral in Eq. (2.12) is to be evaluated numerically. The
structure Eq. (2.12) of the generated field via X(5) is to be
compared with the one generated via the X(3)process9 :

F rb JJJ-kdxdyjl]2.

(2.21)

On using Eq. (2.17) and (2.18), we find that in the tight focusing limit F is given by
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in the negatively dispersive medium. However, in the negatively dispersive media even the VUV generation through X
+

W+

co= 3Wis significant.

Thus in a medium with negative

dispersion the process X( 3) will dominate, and there is little
chance for observing the X(5) process unless there is resonant
enhancement of the X(5) process. In the experiment of Vallee
et al., four-photon resonant enhancement of X(5), coupled with

the positive dispersion of the medium, was used to observe
VUV generation through the X(5) process. The observation
of Valleeet al. suggeststhat the backreaction of the generated
VUV must be significant, for they found that the excitation
spectrum of the generated VUV was considerably blue shifted
even when the Xe medium was made positively dispersive by
the addition of Ar. Again it should be borne in mind that one
has to have a situation in which the VUV generation through
the third-order process W + W + W -> 3Wis kept to the minimum, and thus one has to avoid the resonance of 3Wradiation

with the atomic medium. Of course if this resonance is
avoided, then at first sight it would appear that the backreaction of the generated 3W (i.e., absorption of 3co) will be
insignificant. We will, however, show that the absorption of
the generated 3Wis significant through the two-photon process

7

-6

-5

-4

-3

-_2

3W+ cowith the atom going to the excited state Ie), which is
four-photon resonant with the initial Ii) (ground) state. We
-1

a

1

24b

will show that the two-photon process has two effects:

Fig. 1. The behavior of the function F [defined by Eq. (2.21)] as a
function of bAk for various values of b/L and for f/L = 0.5.

F = 47r2(6 exp(+ 5Akb)
47.2[3(Akb) 2
64

9Akb+
128

if Akb >0
2712Akb
5121

if Akb <0.

(2.23)

An interesting point that emerges from the above study is that

the non-phase-matched VUV generation through the

intensity-dependent refractive index, which as we will see is
crucial in determining the efficiency of VUV generation

through the X(5) process, and (2) the population in the state
that is close to four-photon resonance does depend on the
imaginary part of X(5)- This population governs the multiphoton ionization that is essentially an incoherent process.
Thus in our analysis both real and imaginary parts of X()
calculated from considerations involving the absorption of two
photons, 3Wand W, play a significant role.

A simple analysis shows that the maximum of F lies at
Akb = -3.104.

(1) it

modifiesthe dispersive properties of the medium through the

X(5)

process is possible in a positively dispersive medium, i.e., for
the case Ak b > 0. This is in contrast to the VUV generation

Let Ii) and Ie) represent the initial and the four-photon
resonant excited states. Let W and Weirepresent, respectively,

the frequency of the exciting radiation and the energy separation between e) and i) with Wei 4W. The four-photon
interaction between Ie) and Ii) can be represented by an effective Hamiltonian,

through the X( 3 ) process, which in the tight focusing limit is
possible only in the negatively dispersive medium. 9 Our result, Eq. (2.23), concerning the position of the maximum of
F is also in contrast to that mentioned in Ref. 1. It also turns
out (see Fig. 1) that the values of F in the negatively dispersive
region Akb < 0 are generally much higher than in the region
Akb > 0, leading to the result that the efficient VUV generation through the X(5) process also occurs in the negatively
dispersive medium. In Fig. 1, we also display the results,

outside the tight focusing limit, obtained by using fast-Fourier-transformation technique. For finite b/L, L being the
length of the sample, the maximum shifts toward the origin
and the values in the region Akb > 0 also start becoming sig-

nificant.
3. THEORY OF FOUR-PHOTON RESONANT
VUV GENERATION WITH BACKREACTION OF
THE GENERATED VUV
In Section 2 we have seen that VUV generation through a
fifth-order process W + W + W + W - w = 3W is significant only

(ii + H.c.,

H 4 = -M.eeeele)
=

-mle) (ii + H.c.,

(3.1)

where M denotes the four-photon matrix element. The incident field has been taken to be a traveling wave
E = e exp[i(kz

Wt)] + c.c.

-

(3.2)

The generated third harmonic is written as
Ev = Ev exp[i(kvz

-

3Wt)] + c.c.

(3.3)

As mentioned above, we have to take into account the reabsorption of 3Wvia a two-photon process through intermediate

states

Ij).
H2

This two-photon absorption is described by H2:

= -

E

dejEle) (Il

-

_ dji- Evlj) (ii + H.c. (3.4)

i
i
by
the Hamiltonians H 4 [Eq.
The two processes described
(3.1)] and H 2 [Eq. (3.4)] are shown schematically in Fig. 2.
Note that one can also write an effective Hamiltonian instead
of Eq. (3.4). Such an effective Hamiltonian will involve the
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P(3w) = E ndijpji(i)+ pNR

b.

(a)

e

(3.10)

lkv
+=
Ji

3c4)

Here pNR is the nonresonant contribution to polarization and
n the density of atoms. The equation of motion for the gen-

t

.31

2.

erated VUV follows from Maxwell's equations

in slowly

varying envelope approximation:

ra

3co a
2
Laz c kVat
__

+

i

2ikv
V

5CJ

(b)
Fig. 2.

x

A

Two different pathways (channels) for the excitation of the

system to the state e ),which is four-photon resonant with li). Ij) 's
represent intermediate states. The VUV photon is represented by
3W. The transitions from Ie) to i) via the stimulated four-photon
emission are not shown.

In what follows we ignore the saturation effects

as these are not important in the experiments of Vallee et al.
Thus the induced polarization at 3Wwill be calculated only
to first order in the index M. In first order in M, the relevant
density matrix equations in rotating-wave approximation are
found to be
d Pie()
dt
ft

= -H(Wei

-

+m*(i)
h
d

(1) = _[i(W ej-

dt

*(')

c2kv

2

(3.7). The steady-state solution for the field will be simple,
as then a/at - 0 and Eqs. (3.8)-(3.10) can be used. Since the

generated polarization has a wave vector 3k, we will put kv
= 3k

3W/c, where we have taken

(W)

-

at the funda-

4)

+

(3.10), we write the induced polarization in the form
2 + '(3)evIel2 +
P(3W)= '//()eV+ 4(5)E3IEl

Pij

(3.5)

where

_

djidij[rji+ i(Wji-

W)>1,

X Y_

dej'dj'i

j, [rj1 + i(Wji - 3)]

X{rei + i(Wei- 4W)
+

eJ

[rji+ i(,Wji
- 3)>-1
(3.14)

(3.7)

n

(3.13)

n , dijdje[rji
+i 1i - 3)>

(3)=

je]pej(1)+ F idej'ePj'j( 1),

W)+

(3E3,
(3.12)

O =

ge]Pie~')

(h

ij

vector different from 3k [cf. the contribution that arises from
,1) in Eq. (3.17)]. On substituting Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) in Eq.

= -[-i(coji- 3) + rji]pij(1)
h

c2 /

we ignore the Gaussian beam character. The induced polarization is to be obtained from the solution of Eqs. (3.5)-

(3.6)

dp

187riW 2 P(3 W, t)

I v

mental frequency cW.However, we do not put e(3W) equal to
unity. This will lead to the free-wave generation with wave

product of E and Ev. The density matrix equations can now
be obtained.

2
9CW
l

where we drop transverse derivatives involving a/ax, a/ay, i.e.,

'11
-x.,

4

2

2n

(5) =

dijdjeM[rji+ i(Wji- 3)]

where we have also introduced the decay constants rij asso-

ciated with the off-diagonal element Pij In obtaining Eqs.
(3.5)-(3.7) we have also used the fact that the generated field

ev is of first order in M. Steady-state solutions of these
equations are easily found. For example,
Pei~l = {rei + i(Wei- 4) +

Iiejel2
-1

x [rji+ i(Wi - 3)]-1
i|+m_ I ; (dej-E)(dji.EV) 1,
[h
h+i j [rji (Wj1 - 3iv
) *Il

Pjj(l)= [ji
+ i(Wji- 3w)-l idi E+id~ (Pei
[h

The induced polarization at 3 will be

h

X

{Irei+ i(Wei - 4o)
J

h2 [F. + i(WIi- 3 W)>'j

(3.15)

(,,W,
,-),

In Eq. (3.12) (3) is related to the nonresonant part of X(3).
The quantities i (i)'s are related to the nonlinear susceptibilities specialized to the present model-iM) gives just the
first-order susceptibility at the frequency of the VUV. If we
ignore the Stark-shift terms, then 4(5) is essentially the
fifth-order susceptibility x(5)
whereas 4(3)
(3.8)
corresponds to the third-order susceptibility characterizing
the absorption of two-photon -X(3) ( 3). The de'I~(3.9)nominator in Eq. (3.14) can be cast in terms of the Starkshifted frequencies if we ignore all the damping terms and
certain approximations are made; for example,
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T

djEl 2[rji + i(Wji-

-

3W)]-1

h2

E

Idel

[(cji -

(Wje + Wei - 4

then in place of Eq. (3.21) we would have obtained

m Pei =M 2[rei + i(W6e-4)]-1.

+ W)-'

hti
if we put Wei- 4W. Thus the Stark shift of the excited state
The terms involving EVdo not appear as we are

calculating the induced polarization only to first order in EV.
The generated VUV field in the steady state is obtained from
Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12):
EV(Z) =

[4,(5 )E31l12 +

6ric

(3)e3(1

e-az)/x,

-

1413

Note further that if we had ignored the backreaction of VUV,

3W)]'

h K

hK

is obtained.
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(3.16)

c

(3.22)

The population of the level e) and hence the ionization signal,
etc. will be +(1)/{{(l) + 4'(3 )lEl21times that produced if the
reabsorption of VUV were ignored. The term (1) by itself
is quite small since it essentially gives the nonresonant susceptibility of the atomic vapor. Therefore the ionization will
2
>> 1('). We will see in
be considerably reduced if t(3)lEl

Section 4 that the experiments of Vallee et al. have in fact
such that

been done under the condition

2
2(3)1El >> 1;().

In the foregoing analysis we have ignored the saturation
effects. However, if the saturation effects become important,

then the underlying density matrix equations given in Appendix A are to be used.

where
a = -

6

Wic
1011
)

c

+ (A)IEI].

(3.17)

The Im a corresponds to the dispersion of the wave in the
medium. It determines the phase mismatch and is responsible for Maker fringes. The real part of a corresponds to the

absorption of the wave. The absorption has two contribu-

4. EXCITATION SPECTRUM OF THE
GENERATED VUV
In this section we examine in detail the frequency dependence
of Eq. (3.19) and connect the results to recent experiments of
Vallee et al. For a given length of the sample and for a given

tions: (1) the usual linear part [iP(1)]and (2) a nonlinear part
,j(3), which arises since the generated VUV is absorbed owing

density, we have to find the peak of Iv as the excitation fre-

to a resonant two-photon absorption process. Note also that
if the absorption of the generated VUV is ignored, then

tained by noticing that the only resonance that we have to

(3.18)

EV(Z) -z:5 )P31(1l2/Q(1).

= IlV(z)1

c

X [ + e-

2

Re a -

consider is 4W- Wei. Thus the damping terms such as Fji can

be ignored, as the corresponding detuning factor in the denominator is large. Thus from Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) we find

iI

I (5)

2 2
= 367r2 W

2

21El10
JaJ 2

2e-Re

a

A simplified expression for a can be ob-

the approximate results

The generated field intensity will be
Iv(z)

quency W is varied.

cos(Im az)],

(3.19)

f(,)

2

3W)- n - y

djld
1il (Wi -

n3E dijdje(Wji- 3W)-1E dedji(Wj'i -

where we have put +iI3 = 0.
The dependence of Iv on the excitation frequency and other
system parameters will be examined in Section 4. Note that
if Re a = 0, then Iv is maximum when Im a = 0.

X [Wei- 4W - iei

We close this section by examining the population distribution in the state Ie). This population distribution determines, among other things, ionization from Ie) by another

=h

laser. We thus will be able to answer questions regarding the

influence of the backreaction of the VUV on the ionization.
The equation of motion for Pee can be obtained from Eq. (3.1).
The long-time solution of the resulting equation for Pee shows

that

(4.1)

E

-

)-1

(Wji -3w)-

(4.2)

(w-irei)-',

(4.3)

where 3' represent the Stark-shifted detuning parameter
6o= Wei

-

4W

-

zi

IjEl

2

(-Wji -3)-

h

(4.4)

and /3represents the rest of the terms on the right-hand side
of expression (4.2). For making an order-of-magnitude

Pee(2)= -m
hK

Pie (1)- m*pei

(1),

(3.20)

where K is the net decay constant of the level Ie). The density
matrix element Pie(1)is given by Eq. (3.8). We substitute Eq.
(3.16) into expression (3.8) and simplify by assuming a thick
sample so that e-1z
0. This yields
z- n
im

hK

e 1

=

IMl12

4A)

(

Fe

(e

w

h2K [kL(1)
+ 4'(3)lEl2]
jrei + (Wei-4W)
+E de 2 [i+ i(Wji
- 3w)]-1.

timate, we take

's to

Ra=67rWn
" el 2E
3

Rea° =ch

Im a

= -

es-

be real, and thus we can write
(4.5)

(reiY + a/2)

6wrxn h'y
_-+

c

f3 'l el2

[h h (6 2 + rei 2 )
3

1

I.

(4.6)

The parameter : is expected to be positive. If the medium
is positively dispersive, then y > 0. It is clear from Eq. (4.6)
that it is possible for the medium to become negatively dispersive if 3' is negative and such that the term in the square
bracket in Eq. (4.6) is negative.

21)

1

We give a rough estimate to

demonstrate that the term in the square bracket in Eq. (4.6)
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3)-1]. Using the formulas of Section 3 and the
phase-matching conditions of Section 2, we have thus been
able to explain the observed behavior of the VUV generated
through the X(5) process in a positively dispersive medium.

h2)(ji-

We conclude this section by examining the behavior of the
intensity Iv as given by Eq. (3.19) as a function of 6 for various

densities of the atomic system. The density appears through
a. The collisional parameter rei is also density dependent.
We show in Fig. 3 the behavior of IV(x)/I El10lM12 for various
densities assuming a cell length of, say, 10 cm, and other parameters are determined by constant
e2ao2

B

h2 10'5

=5 X 103

accordingto y = hB, F = h4 B 2 , and As = BI at I 2 GW/cm2 .
The intensity as a function of the excitation frequency starts
showing a doublet structure as the density is increased by an
order of magnitude, i.e., roughly for n

= 1015-1016

atoms/cm 3 .

Note that the excitation spectra are all centered at 6' = 0
rather than blue shifted. This is because of the plane-wave
approximation used in obtaining these results.
5. RENORMALIZATION OF THE X(5) PROCESS
DUE TO x(l) AND x(3 ) PROCESSES
6
0.28X
Fig. 3. The excitation spectra of the VUV in the plane-wave approximation; curves are labeled by the densities of the atomic system.
0.L2

asG

0.20

0.24

Other parameters are given in the text. For clarity the curve for n
= 2 10'5 is shifted parallel to the axis.
can indeed be negative. We use dij - eao, ao being Bohr radius, and replace Wjg - 3Wby an optical frequency so that the

positive dispersion may be determined by
h

elo

5

Wynne, 6 although the spirit is quite different as we are dealing

with excitations near four-photon resonance.
According to the microscopictheory the induced polarization in a system with inversion symmetry can be written as
P(W) = X()(W0)E(W) +

E

X(3)(Cl

W2, W3)e(O1 )e(C2)e(W3)

= 5.5 X 10-24 cgs esu,

and second term in the square bracket in Eq. (4.6) is
5lh3

In this section we present general considerations that are
model independent and that show the net effect of the backreaction of the generated VUV. These considerations are
somewhat similar to those used by Wynne5 and Jackson and

-20

X

10

+ E X(5)(01,W2, W3 , W4, W05 )E(Wl)E(W2 )E(W 3 )E(WO4 )E(WO5 )
(5.1)

cgs esu

at 6' =-1 cm' and at laser flux 1010W/cm2 . Thus the term
in the square brackets at certain negative detunings can be-

In a dilute system, the field e is the incident field. However,

come negative.

molecule or atom is not the incident field but the local field.
The local field takes into account the field generated by all

These estimates are rather crude as determined by atomic
parameters. It is well established that Xe at high pressures
forms strong diatomic molecules in its excited states. The
parameters y and : in particular should therefore be strongly
influenced by the contribution from the diatomic potential
curves for some of the excited levels of Xe2 . A detailed

analysis for a Xe experiment could not be attempted here
because of nonavailability of relevant data. Our analysis
shows that the dispersive character of the medium changes
frompositive to negative because of the intensity-dependent
changes in refractive index.

in a dense medium it is well known that the field acting on a

other molecules in the system. The local field in turn depends

on the induced polarization, and the corrections to the
susceptibilities arising from local fields have been studied at
great length.10 The backreaction of the generated VUV is
similar to the local-field problem. The effective field in Eq.
(5.1) should be replaced by the sum of the incident field and
the field generated, i.e.,
Z

= M + fV(W).

(5.2)

We have already seen in Section

2 that the phase-matching conditions really require the medium to be sufficiently negatively dispersive so that efficient
generation of VUV takes place. From the above analysis
leading to negative values of 6, it is evident that the peak of
Iv will be blue shifted, i.e., W will be on the higher side from
the Stark-shifted resonant frequency 4 [We - j(ldeiEI2/

On substituting Eq. (5.2) and using the fact that ev(co) is related to the nonlinear polarization,
EV(w) = R(W)PNL(W),

we can rewrite the series in Eq. (5.1) as

(5.3)
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X(5 )(Wvuv; W + W + W +
W(')()eco)
+ Xwi=w
E X(3 )(Co
1, W2, 3)E(1W)E(W2)(W3) process, i.e., via

P(W)=

W - W),
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occurs domi-

nantly in a negative dispersive medium, (2) developed the
theory for VUV generation via four-photon resonant X(5) (3)

+

5

X()((o,, W2, W3 , W04,C 5 )E(co)E(W 2)E(co3)E(W4 )E(W5 ).

E
2wi=W

(5.4)

The new susceptibilities 5's, which take into account the
backreaction

of the generated VUV, can be calculated from

Eqs. (5.1)-(5.4).
As an application we consider the problem discussed in
Section 3. The induced polarization at 3cocan be written
as

demonstrated that the blue shifts observedin the experiments
by Valleeet al. 2 can be understood by taking into account the
reabsorption of the generated VUV via a two-photon resonant

absorption process, and (4) considered the backreaction of
generated

VUV field as a local-field problem leading to

renormalization of the generated polarization.
APPENDIX A
Here we give for completeness the optical Bloch equations for

2

3

(1)(3co)EV(3W) + X( )(3W, W, -w)Ev(3W)lE(W)l

P(3co)

3

+ X(

3

)(w, W, W)e

5

(W) + X( )(W, W,W,W,

Wc.)E

3

2

(W)lec(W)l.

(5.5)
3 3

The contribution coming from the term x( )e (W)is expected
to be very small. We are assuming that the Evis not strong
enough so that the nonlinear generation of W can be ignored,
i.e.,

(5.6)

x(l)(W)e(W).

P(Wo)

the four-photon resonant plus two-photon resonant process
envisaged in the text. The four-photon resonance between
the levels Ii ) and Ie ) of an atom is due to the field E, at the
fundamental frequency W. The generated third-harmonic
field, Ev, together with one photon of the fundamental frequency, induces simultaneously the two-photon resonant
transition between the same levels li) and le ). The interaction Hamiltonian in a dipole approximation may be written
as

H = -d- E- d- Ev,

Writing Eq. (5.3) as
ev(3W) = R(3W)[x( 5 )E3 (W)E(W)l

2

+ x(3 )e3 (Wo)],

(5.7)

we get from expression (5.5)
]R(3c) + 11
W)lE(W)l

P(3W) = {[x(1)(3o) + X( )(3W, W,
5

3

2

3
3
+ X( )(W, W, W)e (W)].

(5.8)

The function R is to be found from Maxwell's equations.
Assuming that the boundary term is not important, i.e., retaining only the particular solution of Maxwell's equations,
we find that
= 4irIZ(w) - 1 - 47r[X(1)(3w)
R(3)
+

where the fields E and Ev are given by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.7),
respectively. The resonant interaction between the resonant
levels going through a series of virtual transitions can be de-

2

3

X [X( )C (Co)lf(C)l

2]'-1
X(3)(3W,o,-Wo)le(w)l

(5.9)

scribed by an effective two-level Hamiltonian that gives the
optical Bloch equations. This effective Hamiltonian can be
obtained by standard methods1 2 and is given by
Heff =

P(3W) =

[e(W) -

3

1][x( )e (C)le(W)l

2

3

2 (le) (el

where Cbei
is the Stark-shifted
resonant levels given by
Wei =

3

+ X( )(W, W, )E (W)J
2
W, -c)le(W)l]1

{e(U) - 1 - 47r[X(')(3co) + X(3 )(3w,

(5,10)

for the present system is determined not by P(3W)but by the
considerations of the excited-state population as discussed
at the end of Section 3.
The above analysis can be generalized to more-general
cases, for example, to those involving fundamental beams at
several different wave vectors. The analysis can also be car-

ried out for the cases when the k dependence of the nonlinear
susceptibilities is important, for example in crystals.
In summary, we have (1) shown that for tightly focused

Gaussian beams efficient VUV generation by the fifth-order

li) (il)

M( 4 ):EEEE

-

-

h

(A.2)

energy difference between the

(Ee - Ei) + As,

(A.3)

where

2 hdi

As

For the four-photon resonant medium both X(5)and x(3)are
resonantly enhanced [cf. Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15)]. Note also
that E(W)- 1, since W is far removed from any resonance in the
medium, which leads to small values of P(3w) unless x(3)1El2
Z X)- Thus if there are quantities that depend directly on
P(3W) such quantities will be negligibly small because of the
interference effects due, for example, to two processes shown
in Fig. 2. Note, however, that the fluorescence or ionization

-

x le) (il - M( 2 ):EEvle) (il + c.c.,

Note the appearance of the X(3) term in the denominator.
Thus the net polarization at 3Wbecomes
5

(A.1)

2

Wmi[WI

2

W

+

-

21deml2
[ |E12
m h2 Wmel(me 2 W

EVi2W

I

1

1EV12
2

COme - (3O)

2

J

(A.4)

and M(2) is the effective two-photon absorption matrix element given by (see Ref. 12 for comparison)
(2)

1
-

didme

hm

2

[(in e + 3W)-1 + (Wme+ W)

+ (mi - 3 )1 + (mi -

11.

(A.5)

The four-photon absorption resonant matrix element M(4)
may be symbolically written as

M(4)

'-i3E

(-dej)(-djn)(-dnm)(-dmi)

h |jn,m (ji -

3)(mi

-

2)(Wmi - W)

(A.6)

Using Eq. (A.2) we can obtain the equation of motion for
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density matrix p in space consisting of two states

Ie) and

li):
Ni = -i(Gei -

4

W)Pei

+ MW2 EE)(pee
(Pee- kii) =i

h

1. J. J. Wyne and P. P. Sorokin, in Topics in Applied Physics, Y.

(M( 4 ):eeee

-Pii)

R. Shen, ed. (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1977), Vol. 16, p. 160.

2. F. Vallee, F. De Rougemont, and J. Lukasik, IEEE J. Quantum
-reiPei,

(A.7)

M(4)EEeepie
+ - M (2)eevpie
~~h

h

-

-

[-77 + (Pee -
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pii)] + c.c.,

(A.8)

where 11is the equilibrium population difference Pee- Pii.
These are the effective Bloch equations for the present
problem. The induced polarization problem can be calculated
in terms of Pee, Pei in the usual way.
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